
BURRI cityGREEN MAMMUT

The cityGREEN MAMMUT mobile urban 
green space consists of an extremely ro-
bust plant trough reinforced with 12mm 
steel panels and combined with an ele-
gant round bench.

The mobile urban green space is more 
than just seating. As with all other mem-
bers of the BURRI cityGREEN family of 
products, MAMMUTserves both the re-
vitalisation and the greening of public 
spaces. In addition to the functions of air 
purifier, source of oxygen and haven for 
biodiversity, these green areas provide 
summer shade for dwellers and help re-
gulate the microclimate in squares and 
streets.

MAMMUT can be easily relocated via 
forklift and will find immediate appli-
cation also where the public space fea-
tures specific constraints. Uses include 
uncomplicated configuration of public 
spaces as inviting and shaded seating 
areas for relaxation. However, with its 
weight and easy transportability, MAM-
MUT is also perfectly suited for tem-
porary use in those locations that also 

Durable and robust mobile seating furniture under a vitalising canopy of green

Plant trough construction:
- 12 mm steel plate
- hot-dip galvanised or raw oiled
- lacquered (optional colour of your choice)
- ROOTPAKK®HMR®coating (optional)
- Adjustable levelling tubular frame on underside
- Numerous available forms

Round bench construction:
- Prime quality natural larch
- Ash from Switzerland, with four coatings of the

colour of choice
- Wood steam-bent

Dimensions (using the example of the round model):
- Plant trough height: 1080 mm
- Bench width: 588 mm
- Total diameter: 4010 mm
- Trough diameter: 2576 mm
- Capacity: approx. 5629 l
- Weight: approx. 7t (including contents)

Installation:
- freestanding
- Easy relocation via forklift

Recommended planting:
- native maple (Acer platanoides), at least 5 

years old
- long green phase, large crown (approx. 6x6 m)
- branches begin at approx. 2.8 – 3.0 m
- shallow roots

require unambiguous demarcation from 
nearby traffic, and thus also helps to sa-
feguard safety in the public space. 

The high-quality, steam-bent Swiss 
wood seating surfaces can also be lac-
quered in a variety of colours as desired. 
As an option, the plant trough can be 
lined with BURRI’s patented ROOTPAK-
K®HMR® coating to prevent water le-
akage and corrosion, and to provide the 
product with even longer service life. 
These mobile urban green spaces from 
BURRI are complemented by short deli-
very times, advice on the choice of plants 
and attractive prices.
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